Learning Activity

A Pocket for Corduroy

By Don Freeman

Activity 1:

Corduroy now has a pocket on his clothes so that he can carry around a name card in case he gets lost! Do you have a name card? If not, create one and post it to social media using hashtag #StorytimeWithSCETV. Remember to take your name card everywhere you go!

Activity 2:

How many things can you fit in your pockets? If you have any pants, shorts, dresses, skirts, or jackets with pockets on them, try to fit as much as you can in your pockets without them falling out! Post a video of you taking everything out of your pockets, and explaining the importance of each item to social media using hashtag #StorytimeWithSCETV

For posting on social media use #StorytimeWithSCETV

Questions, contact us at etveducation@scetv.org